The California Fashion Foundation lends its support to educational institutions and
charitable organizations close to the hearts of California Fashion Association members.
October 14, 2021

August 18, 2021

“Fashion and the Economy – What is the Future – Post Covid?”
"The California Fashion Association continues to support our students with
insights into the fashion industry's latest trends; exactly what we needed to kick off
our Fall semester after a year + of uncertainty."
- Renee Young, Fashion Chair at Fullerton College

(For presentation recordings, contact CFA office)

FIDM Museum Exhibition
“Sporting Fashion”
FIDM Museum’s “Sporting Fashion: Outdoor Girls 1800 to

1960” at the Frick Museum, Pittsburgh – a huge success!
“The overall appreciation for the variety, history, and curatorial attention
to detail was loud and clear.”
"Sporting Fashion: Outdoor Girls 1800 to 1960 is an approachable,
illuminating introduction to the complex history of women’s sports and
leisurewear throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries."
- The Journal of Dress History
Enjoy the catalog! It can be purchased through the FIDM Museum website,
directly benefitting the Museum. The tour kicks off again in Summer 2022.

For more information, please contact:
Barbara Bundy l bbundy@fidm.edu
Fidm.edu

September 30, 2021

“The Business of the Fashion Business Today!”
“Being able to dive into the business and legal side of the apparel industry was
fascinating. Overall excellent presentation!"
- Richard Valenzuela, President of Apparel Merchandising and Management
Association at Cal Poly Pomona

(For presentation recordings, contact CFA office)

October 13, 2021
“The Business of the Fashion Business Today!”
“Thank you for this wonderful presentation. Ilse gives so much to think about and
truly inspires the students. I hear from students for weeks how amazing the
presentation was; They always ask to continue discussing the topics she covered.”

- Chantel Bryant, Program Director, Associate Professor at Long Beach City College

(For presentation recordings, contact CFA office)
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